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ABSTRACT

We investigate firms’ pre-IPO corporate activity. We find that firms involved in extraordinary — i.e., beyond momentum — amounts of acquisitions, JVs, and alliances in the year leading up to their IPOs (1) are more likely to engage in post-IPO corporate activity; and (2) enter into their first post-IPO transaction twice as fast as other firms. Our results indicate that signaling via extraordinary corporate activity can have a significant effect on entrepreneurial firms’ growth. The implications are discussed.
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Introduction

Undergoing an initial public offering (IPO) is simultaneously a highly sought-after objective and an extremely demanding proposition for entrepreneurial firms. On one hand, going public raises funds at a juncture in which capital is essential to the growth and survival of firms, and it also allows entrepreneurs to capitalize on their investment and diversify their risk. On the other hand, IPOs call for fees owed to lawyers, auditors, and investment banks, all of whom help prepare the organization for public ownership. Underwriters alone demand a variable fee that hovers around seven percent of the gross proceeds in United States’ IPOs (Chen and Ritter, 2000), with the total cost of going public ranging from 5.7 to 17 percent of the gross proceeds depending on the size of the offering (Lee et al., 1996).

However, it is not only financial costs that firms face, but also opportunity costs. For example, senior management faces significant costs in the form of the amount of time spent on helping transition the firm from private to public. As an illustration, during the marketing stage of an IPO, investment banks encourage entrepreneurs to introduce their company to institutional investors via a series of on-location presentations, otherwise known as the “road show” (Jenkinson and Ljungqvist, 2001). The IPO road show is a demanding process that lasts multiple weeks, and requires that the firm clearly articulate its strategy with potential investors— with the outcome so crucial, that a firm may even be forced to withdraw its offering if potential investors come away from presentations unconvinced of the viability of its strategy (Busaba et al., 2001). Accordingly, the top management team must weigh the benefits against the costs of going public, all during a pivotal time when resources are constrained.
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Given the significant investment in undergoing an IPO, it is plausible that firms preparing for an upcoming IPO would not want to initiate corporate activity above and beyond the pattern established in the preceding years leading up to the IPO. However, our data reveal that there is a considerable surge — well above momentum — in the number of corporate transactions entered into by firms in the period immediately preceding the IPO event. Therefore, it seems that some firms take extraordinary steps to increase their corporate activity as they near going public, which may be at odds with their need to allocate resources towards their ordinary corporate endeavors, as well as the IPO itself.

We argue that firms engaging in extraordinarily high levels of corporate activity prior to their IPO provide signals of their value to prospective partners (and also potential investors, which are outside the scope of our study), and therefore experience greater post-offering corporate growth as measured by their acquisitions, alliances, and equity joint ventures. We construct a sample of over one thousand U.S.-based newly-public firms over the years 1992–2008 and track their corporate growth activity before and after their IPO. Our results show that firms that escalate their acquisitions, equity joint ventures, and non-equity alliances prior to going public experience significantly higher corporate activity, and are more likely to engage in post-IPO deals than other firms. We also find that these firms enter into their first post-offering corporate deal twice as fast as their counterparts. These results withstand a host of robustness checks.

Substantial work has explored the effects of signaling on entrepreneurial firms’ growth and competitiveness during the time of their IPOs. For example, affiliations with prominent institutional figures such as venture capitalists (VCs) and reputable investment banks affect an entrepreneurial firm’s chances to be dual-tracked in M&A markets (Ragozzino and Reuer, 2007), or to form alliances after its IPO (Pollock and Gulati, 2007). Following in this work’s footsteps, we do not use the IPO as a signal in and of itself, but rather as a central event to study a context where signals are used to decrease the adverse selection problem faced by prospective partners (and investors) of IPO firms, which often lack legitimacy and credibility as they transition from private to public (e.g., Certo, 2003; Gompers and Lerner, 2004; Graebner, 2009).

It is worth noting that we study the workings of signaling theory as a framework that goes above and beyond momentum theory (Amburgey and Miner, 1992; Haleblian et al., 2006). Specifically, momentum theory concerns itself with the effects of experiential learning as a predictor of future firms’ actions, whereas our focus rests on the activity that lies outside of what predictable patterns firms have established over time. While we account for momentum in our investigation, we find that extraordinary activity plays a unique role that cannot be explained by experience. In this sense, our paper sheds light on how corporate growth strategies may be helpful in alleviating information asymmetry — which is the fundamental premise of signaling theory — and is especially salient in the context of entrepreneurial firms (Stuart et al., 1999). Accordingly, by bringing evidence of the importance of pre-IPO corporate growth activities, we contribute to the literature in corporate strategy and entrepreneurship (see Connelly et al., 2011 for a review), and show that signals issued during the pre-IPO window are consequential to the subsequent growth strategy of newly-public firms. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: First, we lay the theoretical groundwork of signaling theory. Second, we build on the theory to develop our predictions, and then we detail our empirical design. Lastly, we present the results and discuss the implications of this work, as well as its voids and areas for future development.

Theoretical background

Information economics and signaling

The relevance of signaling theory has been discussed by scholars in economics and finance for quite some time. The theory finds its roots in the work of Akerlof (1970), Spence (1973) and Stiglitz (2002), who have received the Nobel Prize in economics for their contributions in this area. In his seminal paper, Akerlof describes the inefficiencies that arise in the market for used cars, when buyers do not hold the information needed to tell apart good-from bad-quality sellers. Under these circumstances, bad-quality sellers hold a natural incentive to misrepresent the value of their cars and for their parts, good-quality sellers cannot credibly convey the value of their cars, either. Spence (1973) uses the labor market to corroborate Akerlof’s work and to underscore the importance of signaling. He argues that a job candidate can signal her value to a prospective employer by way of her educational achievements. In fact, although education may not speak directly to the candidate’s capacity of performing the duties of a job, it may provide a signal of her quality, which reduces the risk of adverse selection and ultimately determines her wages.

One of the takeaways of Akerlof’s and Spence’s work is that without costly and observable signals — i.e., warranties on good-quality cars in the case of Akerlof’s model and educational achievements in the case of Spence’s model — attractive exchanges may not occur, or buyers may enter into non-value-adding exchanges, owing to adverse selection. Useful reviews of these powerful ideas can be found in Stiglitz (2002) and Connelly et al. (2011), and the significance of information economics and signaling theory has been echoed in a vast set of subsequent work (e.g., Garmaise and Moskowitz, 2004; Nicholson et al., 2005; Dewally and Ederington, 2006; Hsu, 2006). For instance, signaling opportunities have been associated with insider trading in R&D-intensive firms (Ahuja et al., 2005), firms’ name changes (Lee, 2001), the appointment of new directors on boards (e.g., Certo, 2003), the characteristics of top management teams (Cohen and Dean, 2005), the choice of FDI in lieu of exports (Katayama and Miyagiwa, 2009), and reputable investment banks affect an entrepreneurial firm’s chances to be dual-tracked in M&A markets (Ragozzino and Reuer, 2007), or to form alliances after its IPO (Pollock and Gulati, 2007). Following in this work’s footsteps, we do not use the IPO as a signal in and of itself, but rather as a central event to study a context where signals are used to decrease the adverse selection problem faced by prospective partners (and investors) of IPO firms, which often lack legitimacy and credibility as they transition from private to public (e.g., Certo, 2003; Gompers and Lerner, 2004; Graebner, 2009).

It is worth noting that we study the workings of signaling theory as a framework that goes above and beyond momentum theory (Amburgey and Miner, 1992; Haleblian et al., 2006). Specifically, momentum theory concerns itself with the effects of experiential learning as a predictor of future firms’ actions, whereas our focus rests on the activity that lies outside of what predictable patterns firms have established over time. While we account for momentum in our investigation, we find that extraordinary activity plays a unique role that cannot be explained by experience. In this sense, our paper sheds light on how corporate growth strategies may be helpful in alleviating information asymmetry — which is the fundamental premise of signaling theory — and is especially salient in the context of entrepreneurial firms (Stuart et al., 1999). Accordingly, by bringing evidence of the importance of pre-IPO corporate growth activities, we contribute to the literature in corporate strategy and entrepreneurship (see Connelly et al., 2011 for a review), and show that signals issued during the pre-IPO window are consequential to the subsequent growth strategy of newly-public firms. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: First, we lay the theoretical groundwork of signaling theory. Second, we build on the theory to develop our predictions, and then we detail our empirical design. Lastly, we present the results and discuss the implications of this work, as well as its voids and areas for future development.

Theoretical background

Information economics and signaling

The relevance of signaling theory has been discussed by scholars in economics and finance for quite some time. The theory finds its roots in the work of Akerlof (1970), Spence (1973) and Stiglitz (2002), who have received the Nobel Prize in economics for their contributions in this area. In his seminal paper, Akerlof describes the inefficiencies that arise in the market for used cars, when buyers do not hold the information needed to tell apart good-from bad-quality sellers. Under these circumstances, bad-quality sellers hold a natural incentive to misrepresent the value of their cars and for their parts, good-quality sellers cannot credibly convey the value of their cars, either. Spence (1973) uses the labor market to corroborate Akerlof’s work and to underscore the importance of signaling. He argues that a job candidate can signal her value to a prospective employer by way of her educational achievements. In fact, although education may not speak directly to the candidate’s capacity of performing the duties of a job, it may provide a signal of her quality, which reduces the risk of adverse selection and ultimately determines her wages.

One of the takeaways of Akerlof’s and Spence’s work is that without costly and observable signals — i.e., warranties on good-quality cars in the case of Akerlof’s model and educational achievements in the case of Spence’s model — attractive exchanges may not occur, or buyers may enter into non-value-adding exchanges, owing to adverse selection. Useful reviews of these powerful ideas can be found in Stiglitz (2002) and Connelly et al. (2011), and the significance of information economics and signaling theory has been echoed in a vast set of subsequent work (e.g., Garmaise and Moskowitz, 2004; Nicholson et al., 2005; Dewally and Ederington, 2006; Hsu, 2006). For instance, signaling opportunities have been associated with insider trading in R&D-intensive firms (Ahuja et al., 2005), firms’ name changes (Lee, 2001), the appointment of new directors on boards (e.g., Certo, 2003), the characteristics of top management teams (Cohen and Dean, 2005), the choice of FDI in lieu of exports (Katayama and Miyagiwa, 2009), firms’ foreign sales activity (Shaver, 2011) and many others.
While this work has explored several different contexts, its common premise has been that firms’ investment opportunity sets might be constrained as a result of information asymmetries (Fazzari et al., 1988; Nayyar, 1990). Under these circumstances, signals can reduce the effects of adverse selection and allow firms to compete without the inefficiencies brought about by this problem. In the next section, we (1) describe the relevance of signaling theory for entrepreneurial firms; (2) review the literature that has discussed various signaling opportunities for entrepreneurial firms nearing an IPO, with an emphasis on how pre-IPO corporate activity can function as a signal; (3) develop our predictions, which relate a specific type of signal – i.e., the engagement in unusual pre-IPO corporate activity – to these firms’ growth opportunities in the aftermaths of their IPOs.

The importance of signaling for entrepreneurial firms

Entrepreneurial firms present severe information asymmetry problems vis-à-vis the host of prospective investors and stakeholders in their communities (Gompers and Lerner, 2004; Graebner, 2009). First, these firms’ limited histories offer little information on their value and give rise to the well-known problem of the “liability of newness” (Stinchcombe, 1965). Second, the value of these firms is often tied to growth expectations and the qualities and vision of the entrepreneur, while assets in place tend to be a secondary part of the valuation concern (Barzel, 1987; Shane and Cable, 2002; Shane and Stuart, 2002). Lastly, entrepreneurs tend to hold overly-optimistic views of their own firms’ potential (Cooper et al., 1988; Busenitz and Barney, 1997; Baron, 1998), as well as a natural incentive to exaggerate their prospects, due to the existence of asymmetric information between their firms and outsiders (Ravenscraft and Scherer, 1987). Together, these issues elevate valuation costs for prospective investors (Mitchell and Singh, 1992; Mody, 1993; Hagedoorn and Sadowski, 1999), decreasing the chances of deal making, and in turn, increasing the value of signals issued by entrepreneurial firms for the purpose of reducing the problem of adverse selection (Spence, 1973; Certo, 2003).

It is therefore no surprise that research has investigated for some time how entrepreneurs might be able to signal information about their firms, which would otherwise be difficult to observe for investors. For example, Backes-Gellner and Werner (2007) find that education records can be a useful signaling tool for entrepreneurs to attract talented staff as well as outside capital. As another illustration, Deutsch and Ross (2003) find that high-quality entrepreneurial firms are able to separate themselves from low-quality ones by appointing reputable directors to their boards, as the latter can help fill information voids regarding the firm’s legitimacy and value (Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978). As a final example, a recent economics paper develops a formal theoretical model (and tests its main proposition) predicting that filing for patents not only allows entrepreneurial firms to appropriate value over their inventions, but it also plays an important signaling role used to reduce information asymmetries between the firm and external investors (Conti et al., 2013).

Signaling by IPO firms

There has been a growing amount of interest in studying the inter-connectedness of firms’ IPOs and other corporate events. As an overarching argument, prior work has considered going-public as a major event which releases information that can trigger subsequent corporate activity for entrepreneurial firms. For example, early anecdotal evidence showed firms’ IPOs increased their likelihood to become acquisition targets in the aftermaths of their offerings (Pagano and Panetta, 1998). Later studies formalized the connection between IPOs and M&A, showing that newly-public firms are often purchased in M&A markets after they file to go public (Field and Karpoff, 2002; Reuer and Ragozzino, 2008; Brau and Fawcett, 2006).

While the work above has considered IPOs as a signal of firms’ quality – thereby dichotomizing newly-public and private firms – subsequent work has departed from this approach. Namely, the going public event was considered as a given (rather than as a signal), and the features of IPOs were examined as individual signals on the quality of firms going public. This research showed that the association with reputable underwriters as well as VCs during the time of an IPO can function as signals that increase both the strategic alliances, and acquisitions of newly-public firms (Pollock and Gulati, 2007; Ragozzino and Reuer, 2007). To the extent that these two institutional figures hold the expertise required to tell apart a high-from-a-low-quality firm, and insofar as they rely on reputational capital for repeat business – which keeps them from misrepresenting the value of their partners – then their endorsements are bona-fide signals of the quality of the entrepreneurial firm about to go public (Carter and Manaster, 1990; Megginson and Weiss, 1991; Podolny, 1994; Gulati and Higgs, 2003). Likewise, given the incentives held by underwriters and VCs outlined above and in the light of the high costs of associating with these figures (Chen and Ritter, 2000; Hsu, 2004), lower quality firms will not be able to replicate these signals and attract partners after their IPOs (Spence, 1973; Higgins and Gulati, 2003).

Pre-IPO corporate activity as a signal

Similar to the logic found in the above work, we consider firms that have undergone an IPO, and we investigate how entrepreneurial firms signal their value to a host of partners. We argue that by engaging in unusually high levels of corporate activity in the period immediately preceding their IPOs (e.g., alliances, JVs, acquisitions), such elevated activities signal the
firm’s strategic intent. Specifically, we argue that extraordinary corporate activity above and beyond momentum should provide a signal of the firm’s growth strategy following its IPO.

The notion that firms might partake in corporate activity for the purpose of pursuing objectives that are supplementary to the activity itself is not new. For example, Mitchell and Singh (1992) study the use of strategic alliances as a preamble to full entry in markets characterized by high levels of uncertainty. Stuart, Hoang and Hybels (1999) examine whether entrepreneurial firms affiliated with prominent alliance partners are able to borrow from their partners’ reputation and experience more timely and successful IPOs than firms lacking these extended networks of relationships. Reuer and Ragozzino (2008) discuss the information revelation properties of alliances, arguing that inter-firm cooperative agreements can provide signals on the quality of partners, thereby reducing information asymmetries and facilitating future subsequent exchanges. Additional evidence on the signaling properties of preceding strategic alliances shows that firms receive substantially higher valuations from VCs, equity markets and M&A buyers when they have an established record of alliances than otherwise (Nicholson et al., 2005; Ozmel et al., 2013).

Aside from deploying alliances as signaling mechanisms, entrepreneurial firms might also be able to signal their value through their acquisition activity. Admittedly, most prior theoretical and empirical work has focused on the value of signals going to the sell-side of M&A (Fishman, 1989; Eckbo et al., 1990; Kohers and Ang, 2000; Datar et al., 2001; Field and Karpoff, 2002; Brau and Kohers, 2005). More precisely, this work is generally concerned with how high-quality sellers might be able to use signals to reduce the effects of adverse selection and attract buyers in M&A markets. In contrast, our interest lies with how firms might be able to signal their value to prospective alliance partners, joint ventures, and acquisition targets by engaging in acquisitions as buyers. With regard to the latter, we propose that a track record of acquisitions can create a powerful signaling mechanism for acquiring firms. To the extent that the sharing of knowledge and resources with alliance partners provides information signals on the quality of a firm, as we argued previously, the straight-out purchase of a partner’s assets should conceivably offer the same or greater signaling effects for entrepreneurial firms. This is because on one hand acquisitions are more resource-intensive transactions than alliances and therefore they signal a greater commitment by firms. On the other hand, prior work has discussed how the willingness by a target to be taken over by a buyer is itself a signal of the quality of the latter (i.e., Hansen, 1987).

Hypotheses development

Likelihood and volume of Post-IPO activity

The arguments above demonstrate the importance of strategic alliances, joint ventures, and acquisitions as signals of firms’ quality in general. However, our predictions surround the signaling value of extraordinary corporate activity at the time of entrepreneurial firms’ IPOs. Two key assumptions posited by signaling theory are that signals must be both observable and costly (Spence, 1973). Moreover, the cost of signals will be higher when the information asymmetries are severe, or alternatively when the benefits of the signal are comparatively greater. As an illustration of this point, it may be useful to go back to Spence’s labor market setting. To the extent that education can signal the quality of job candidates and determine their wages, better education will provide a stronger signal than education obtained from less reputable schools. Put differently, a degree from an Ivy League school will be costlier to obtain, but it will also likely offer more information to prospective employers than the same degree obtained from a community college. Moreover, this difference will be particularly relevant when job candidates have few or no other achievements by which to signal their value.

Similar to job applicants in Spence’s model, resource-constrained entrepreneurial firms find themselves in need to convey their value via signaling, in order to assuage adverse selection risks for prospective investors (Jenkinson and Ljungqvist, 2001). Engaging in pre-IPO corporate activity requires the direct deployment of resources away from routine activities, as well as the IPO itself. Arguably, a certain amount of corporate activity (i.e., momentum) preceding firms’ IPOs may be explained by the trajectory previously set by firms, based on their attempts to build capabilities, create portfolios of growth options (Reuer and Tong, 2010), inertia and even management’s self-interested behavior (Boulton et al., 2010). We assume that this predictable activity will continue as the firm approaches the IPO, despite the resource requirements set by going public. We also posit that predictable activity such as this will hold little signaling value, because, once again, it is aligned with the course undertaken by firms over prior years.

In contrast, elevated levels of pre-IPO corporate activity that lies outside of this expected course can function as a valuable signal for prospective corporate partners, because it calls for an extraordinary use of financial resources and managerial time, at a juncture in which neither are readily available. Therefore, we expect that those firms bearing the costs of undertaking unusually high levels of acquisitions, equity joint ventures, and non-equity alliances at such a taxing time, will be able to signal their value by initiating such corporate growth, and separate themselves from other firms that do not bear such costs. As a result, the search and valuation costs faced by prospective investors screening IPO markets for new opportunities will be lower for firms featuring extraordinarily high levels of pre-IPO corporate activity, and in turn this will lead to a greater volume of corporate transactions by these firms following their IPO debut:

Hypothesis 1. Firms with higher amounts of unusual pre-IPO corporate activity will engage in higher amounts of corporate activity after going public
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Hypothesis 2. Firms with higher amounts of unusual pre-IPO corporate activity will show a higher likelihood of engaging in corporate activity after going public

Timing of Post-IPO activity

In addition to testing the signaling effects of unusually high levels of pre-IPO corporate activity on the likelihood and volume of post-IPO events, we are also interested in determining whether the speed of execution of the first deal will also be affected by this signal. As previously discussed, closely-held entrepreneurial firms face steep challenges in establishing their legitimacy and credibility in the marketplace, owing to their relative newness, smallness and lack of codified information on their value (Stinchcombe, 1965; Hannan and Freeman, 1989; Carter et al., 1994). In turn, these issues give rise to information asymmetry between entrepreneurial firms and outsiders, and research in the area has shown the difficulties experienced by entrepreneurial firms in obtaining financial and other resources as a result of asymmetric information (e.g., Shane and Cable, 2002; Shane and Stuart, 2002).

When firms finally go public, the IPO triggers important information cascades that inform investors on the value of newly-public firms. The mere reporting requirements of going public, along with the aggregate valuation of equity markets provide a host of new information by which to assess these firms (e.g., Hellwig, 1980; Holmstrom and Tirole, 1993). Furthermore, over time, these firms will become more visible and gradually establish their legitimacy in their competitive environments. Combined, these arguments may suggest that concerns surrounding the lack of information on entrepreneurial firms will dissipate once firms go public. However, newly public firms significantly underperform more established public firms (Ritter, 1991). In fact, most research in strategy and financial economics that has examined the effects of asymmetric information on firms’ corporate activity has sampled on publicly-held companies, thereby inherently suggesting that adverse selection is still highly prominent after a firm goes public. Additionally, as previously discussed, recent work that has used firms’ IPOs as a setting in which to study signaling has tied the presence of signals to events experienced after the firm went public. Indeed, information asymmetry for IPO firms remains high because these firms typically receive less coverage from analysts and the press than do larger and older public firms, and insiders often retain control (e.g., Zuckerman, 2000; Poulsen and Stegemoller, 2008).

Insofar as the uncertainty on the value of newly-public firms continues to linger after the IPO, early signals that speak to these firms’ value will provide outside investors with information that can ease the uncertainty created by information asymmetry. By information economics logic, without signals, quality differences amongst newly-public firms will not be directly observable, as no firm will be able to make a credible claim about its value (Ravenscraft and Scherer, 1987). Therefore, prospective investors contemplating engagements with a newly-public firm will likely have to delay said engagements until the uncertainty surrounding the firm clears, and this process will inevitably require time, as the firm would gradually establish its legitimacy through its competitive actions. In contrast, if signals related to the value of the newly-public firm are available to prospective investors, it may not be necessary for the latter to wait until high-quality newly-public firms reveal themselves to the market. Thus, we propose that firms that signal their value through unusually high levels of pre-IPO corporate activity will be able to engage in acquisitions, non-equity alliances, and JVs faster than firms that do not signal such activity.

Hypothesis 3. The timing of the corporate activity after IPO increases with higher amounts of unusual pre-IPO corporate activity

Methods

Sample and data

The base sample for our analysis was drawn from the Securities Data Corporation (SDC). SDC is the premier data source for firms’ corporate activities and its use in research areas from financial economics to strategy and entrepreneurship is extremely widespread (Hochberg et al., 2010; Li and Mahoney, 2011; Puri and Zarutskie, 2012; Shane and Stuart, 2002; Ozmel et al., 2013). We built our data starting from IPOs that took place in the United States in the manufacturing and service sectors (i.e., SIC codes 20–39 and 70–89, respectively) during the years 1992 through 2011. We then tracked the pre- and post-IPO activity of these firms, by computing the number of acquisitions, equity joint ventures, and non-equity strategic alliances they completed in the period ranging from four years prior to three years after the going-public event. Therefore, our full dataset spans the years 1988–2014. It should be noted that we consider all newly-public firms, regardless regardless of whether they engaged in any corporate activity in preceding years or not. The total number of IPOs comprising our sample is 2106.

When we compared the characteristics of firms with any pre-IPO corporate activity against firms with no activity, we found that the two were different along many dimensions. For instance, active firms experienced more post-IPO transactions (i.e., 4.73 versus 3.14 deals), were backed by VCs more (i.e., 67.9 versus 46.3 percent), were endorsed by more reputable underwriters, listed on a major exchange such as NYSE or NASDQ, rather than on smaller exchanges, and were covered by more analysts after going public (all p < 0.001). Fig. 1 offers a graphical description of the distribution of the yearly total IPO counts and the percentages of these deals that featured pre-IPO corporate activity.
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A longitudinal examination of the data reveals that 81.2 percent of the IPOs took place in the first 9 years of our sample and this number is similar when compared to the total IPO activity in the US (i.e., 81.9 percent). Likewise, a Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample test aimed at examining the similarities of the two distributions did not allow us to reject the null hypothesis (i.e., $p = 0.98$). Roughly 51.8 percent of the IPOs were in the manufacturing sector, while the remainder (i.e., 48.2 percent) was in the service sector. Again, these proportions closely resemble the split in the industrial distribution of population of IPOs in the same time window (i.e., 53.2 percent in manufacturing, and 46.8 in services).

Variables and measurement

Dependent variables

In this study we use several dependent variables to test the effects of unusually high levels of pre-IPO corporate activity by newly-public firms. First, Total post-IPO activity is the count of all acquisitions, equity joint ventures, and non-equity alliances entered into by the focal firm in the three years following the IPO event. We subsequently computed three separate variables for each of the three types of activities, in order to explore whether the unusual pre-IPO activity of our firms offers differing explanatory power for the formation of acquisitions, equity joint ventures, and non-equity alliances. Given our interest to investigate the likelihood of and timing to the first post-IPO transaction, we also constructed Post-IPO activity, which assumes a value of one if an event was experienced in the three years following the IPO and zero otherwise, as well as Days to first post-IPO activity, which measures the days that elapsed from the IPO to the first corporate event. As before, we separated these last two constructs into three separate variables based upon the type of corporate event entered into by the focal firm.

Theoretical variable

The theoretical variable in our model is Unusual pre-IPO activity. Our goal was to track the amount of corporate activity entered into by the focal firm in the year leading up to the IPO that was beyond momentum, or the expected amount based on the firm’s activity in the three previous years. We use a 12-month pre-IPO window because firms typically begin to plan their IPO about one year before filing (Pollock and Rindova, 2003). We computed this variable by first estimating the following negative binomial regression:

Fig. 1. Yearly distribution of firms with any pre-IPO Activity.
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Following an approach which has been adopted extensively in prior work (Das et al., 2006; Hsieh et al., 2011; Shen et al., 2014; Mudambi and Swift, 2014; Castellucci and Ertug, 2010), we then used the deviance residual as our theoretical variable. We report the results from this estimation in Table 1 for clarity of exposition.

Table 1
Negative binomial regressions for the estimation of hot period corporate Activity.a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variables</th>
<th>DV = Pre IPO activity (I)</th>
<th>Pre IPO M&amp;A (II)</th>
<th>Pre IPO JVs (III)</th>
<th>Pre IPO Alliances (IV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>–2.90*** (0.30)</td>
<td>–4.84*** (0.51)</td>
<td>–6.40*** (1.07)</td>
<td>–2.92*** (0.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total overall activity in quiet period</td>
<td>0.23*** (0.03)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total M&amp;A activity in quiet period</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.43*** (0.09)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total JV activity in quiet period</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.93* (0.40)</td>
<td>0.39*** (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total alliance activity in quiet period</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm sizeb</td>
<td>0.13*** (0.02)</td>
<td>0.30*** (0.05)</td>
<td>0.18* (0.07)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm ROA</td>
<td>–0.34*** (0.08)</td>
<td>–0.30* (0.15)</td>
<td>–0.26 (0.24)</td>
<td>–0.33* (0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm age</td>
<td>–0.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>–0.01 (0.01)</td>
<td>–0.02** (0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm high tech</td>
<td>0.22* (0.09)</td>
<td>0.23 (0.15)</td>
<td>0.05 (0.30)</td>
<td>0.32** (0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC backed</td>
<td>0.77*** (0.10)</td>
<td>0.40* (0.16)</td>
<td>0.37 (0.32)</td>
<td>1.14*** (0.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IB reputation</td>
<td>0.04* (0.02)</td>
<td>0.06 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.09 (0.08)</td>
<td>0.02 (0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M&amp;A volume (10⁻²)</td>
<td>–0.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>0.00* (0.00)</td>
<td>0.01 (0.01)</td>
<td>–0.01* (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JV volume (10⁻²)</td>
<td>0.03* (0.01)</td>
<td>–0.02 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.05 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.03* (0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alliance volume (10⁻²)</td>
<td>0.01* (0.00)</td>
<td>0.01 (0.01)</td>
<td>–0.00 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.02** (0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>χ²</td>
<td>285.68***</td>
<td>833.81***</td>
<td>154.20***</td>
<td>1125.85***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N = 2271. a Standard errors appear in parentheses. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01, **** p < 0.001. b This variable was logged for the model estimation to remedy skewness.

Individual negative binomial regressions were also estimated separately for acquisitions, equity joint ventures, and non-equity alliances, in order to arrive at the deviance residuals of each type of transaction and estimate separate models in subsequent models. In additional robustness checks we also computed this variable using different methods and we will discuss these steps later in the document.

Control variables

The first control variable in the model is Predicted pre-IPO activity. This variable is included because the probability of a firm’s corporate activity in a given year is likely to be dependent on the momentum and inertia from its activity in prior years (Amburgey and Miner, 1992; Haleblian et al., 2006). In order to arrive at this variable, we computed the number of corporate transactions in the IPO year by simply adding the estimated beta coefficients stemming from regression (1) above multiplied by their corresponding covariates. The next control in the model is Hot state. This variable aims at accounting for geographic considerations that might explain the levels of post-IPO corporate activity of the focal firm. For instance, there is evidence that certain areas of the United States witness more entrepreneurial and corporate activities than others (Gupta and Sapienza, 1992; Sorenson and Stuart, 2001; Stuart and Sorenson, 2003). Thus, we implemented an indicator variable which took a value of one if the focal firm was situated in California, Massachusetts or New York and zero otherwise. Second, we introduced firm age, size and return on assets (ROA) all measured on the year of the IPO. These controls can play a role in the model as longevity, size and performance characteristics can affect the adverse selection problem often present in corporate transactions involving entrepreneurial firms (Amit et al., 1990; Schaller, 1993; Petersen and Rajan, 1994; Casson, 1995).

At the IPO level, we controlled for several factors. First, we introduced Underpricing defined as the difference between the closing price at the end of the first day of trading and the offer price, divided by the offer price. A great deal of work in financial economics has studied underpricing and although differing theoretical views have emerged from this research, they all point at the role that this variable can have in determining firms’ post-IPO growth opportunities (Allen and Faulhaber, 1989; Demers and Lewellen, 2003). We also implemented a dummy variable to indicate whether the focal firm was backed by a VC, because a growing body of work has shown that these affiliations can shape the corporate development of newly-public firms in the aftermaths of their offerings (Gulati and Higgins, 2003; Hsu, 2006; Ragozzino and Reuer, 2007; Hsieh et al., 2011).
The last two IPO-level variables are Major exchange and Analyst coverage. The first was introduced because listings on such exchanges as NYSE and NASDAQ can be more demanding in terms of information disclosure requirements and they also offer superior visibility to the investment community to over the counter markets (Draho, 2004). Thus, we assigned a value of one if the focal firm was either on NYSE or NASDAQ, and zero otherwise. Analyst coverage accounts for the possibility that higher number of analysts covering a firm will translate into greater visibility and consequently more post-IPO corporate opportunities for the firm (Aggarwal et al., 2002). We followed prior research in finance and obtained data on the number of analysts following a firm from the I/B/E/S database (Angel, 1997).

The last variables in the model are time- and industry-based controls. IPO volume reflects the total number of IPOs in the United States in the year of the focal firm’s IPO and it accounts for the macroeconomic cycle of IPO markets as a potential predictor of corporate activity. Activity volume reflects the total number of domestic corporate transactions in the time period spanning the year of the IPO to three years after the offering. As we note in the tables, this variable matches the dependent variable in that if the DV comprises acquisitions, equity joint ventures and non-equity alliances, then Activity volume is also all-inclusive. In contrast, when the DV is limited to only one of these three types of corporate events, then this variable is also limited to the same. Lastly, we introduce an industry control that separates the two broad categories of firms in our sample. Manufacturing takes a value of one if the focal firm main SIC code resided between 20 and 39 and zero if it resided between 70 and 89.

Model specification

The basic structure of the main multivariate statistical model is as follows:

\[
(2) \text{Post – IPO activity} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{Unusual pre – IPO activity} + \gamma \text{ Controls.}
\]

Our initial estimation was carried out using a Poisson regression, but when we tested for the equality of the mean and variance of the responses — one of the key assumptions of this model (Cameron and Trivedi, 1990) — we found strong evidence of over-dispersion. Specifically, we performed two tests: First, we divided the Pearson chi-square value obtained from the model estimation by its degrees of freedom. This operation resulted in a value of 4.62, which is far greater than the threshold value of one typically used. A second more formal test is obtained by a log-likelihood test computed as twice the negative difference of the log-likelihoods resulting from negative binomial and Poisson model estimations. The chi-square was equal to 3199.68 with 2091 degrees of freedom, which was highly significant by all standards (i.e., \( p < 0.001 \)). Based on these results, we opted for the less restrictive negative binomial model.\(^1\) In order to study the likelihood of the first post-IPO corporate event as well as its timing, we used standard logistic models, and hazard models (not shown). Below we discuss the results of our analyses.

Results

Fig. 2 presents a graphical representation of the average amounts of activity exhibited by the firms in our sample in the two key periods. It is noteworthy that without exception across the 20 years comprising our investigation, there is heightened activity in the IPO year than in the years preceding the IPO. Specifically, the mean ratio of IPO-year activity to the average activity in the preceding three years is 3.20 and the median is 2.28. Based on these descriptive results, a firm with an average of 0.18 events per year in the three years preceding the IPO year engages in 0.44 events, or 2.5 times more events, in the year leading up to the IPO. This ratio reaches a maximum average of 10.71 and the first and third quartiles of its distribution are bound between 1.71 and 3.7. Taken together, these values provide descriptive evidence that firms approaching their IPO tend to engage in corporate activity far more than previously.

\(^1\) We also tested whether a zero-inflated negative binomial (ZINB) model should be preferred to a standard negative binomial (Greene, 2003). We separated the two classes of firms using the median level of corporate activity as the threshold and then estimated the ZINB and the corresponding Vuong test. The \( z \)-score was far from significant (i.e., \( p < 0.50 \)), indicating that the ZINB was not a better fit than a standard negative binomial model (Vuong, 1989).
Table 2 presents the mean and standard deviation for each variable in our model as well as a correlation matrix. The average firm had 3.83 corporate events in the three years following its IPO, of which 2.09 were acquisitions, 0.17 were equity joint ventures and 1.57 were non-equity alliances. To provide some additional perspective on the distribution of post-offering transactions, the median number of total deals was 2 and the first and third quartiles were 1 and 5, respectively. These values changed significantly when we split our sample between manufacturing and service industries, indicating far greater activity in the latter (i.e., \( t = 11.27, p < 0.001 \)). Predictably, a comparison of the pre- and post-2001 time windows showed greater activity earlier in the sampled period (i.e., an average of 4.15 post-IPO transactions before 2001 and 2.47 transactions after 2001, \( t = 7.29, p < 0.001 \)).

A parallel analysis of the Days to first post-IPO activity variable shows that it took well over a calendar year for the average firm to close its first corporate transaction (i.e., 438 days), while the median number of days was 261 and the first and third quartile values were 104 and 791 days, respectively. As before, a comparison of the mean activity value between industries and time periods showed significant differences across these categories. Specifically, firms in service industries were able to close their first post-IPO deal in 336 days after the IPO, while it took about 533 days for manufacturing firms (i.e., \( t = 11.71, p < 0.001 \)). Firms were also far quicker to execute their first transaction before 2001, taking on average 406 days, versus the 574 days of the post-2001 period (i.e., \( t = 7.38, p < 0.001 \)).

Turning our attention to the Unusual pre-IPO activity variable, the statistics in Table 2 show the values for the deviance residuals, which offer little intuitive interpretation. Thus, it is worthwhile to discuss the raw numbers of pre-IPO transactions entered into by the firms in our dataset. Our firms engaged in 0.50 deals in the year preceding the IPO and in 0.52 total deals in the three years prior to the IPO. Similarly, the mean number of acquisitions, equity joint ventures and non-equity alliances in the run-up period were 0.18, 0.03 and 0.29, respectively, versus 0.14, 0.03 and 0.35 for the earlier period. The correlation matrix (Table 2) also shows that the unusual pre-IPO activity variable was positively and significantly correlated with the total post-IPO activity and negatively and significantly correlated with the days to first post-IPO activity (i.e., both \( p < 0.001 \)). These statistics provide descriptive support for the hypothesized relationships, although we will test our predictions more formally below.

Aside from the direct relationship between the corporate activity pre- and post-IPO by the focal firms, additional statistics pertaining to the other variables are also noteworthy. First, firms that went public and experienced large first-day returns

![Fig. 2. Distribution of pre-IPO Activity — Run-up vs. Pre Run-up Period.](image-url)
were more likely to be active in the aftermaths of their offerings and quicker to close their first deal (i.e., both \( p < 0.001 \)). Likewise, firms that received the endorsement of a reputable underwriter at IPO and that were followed by more equity analysts post-IPO also engaged in more and quicker corporate transactions (i.e., \( p < 0.01 \) and \( p < 0.001 \)). Unsurprisingly, underpricing, IB reputation and analyst coverage are all positively correlated with one another, although the relatively low coefficients in the table do not indicate multicollinearity problems. The backing of a VC does not seem to affect the volume or timing of post-IPO activity, although the VC-backed variable is positively correlated with IB reputation, major exchange and underpricing (i.e., \( p < 0.001 \) and \( p < 0.01 \)), which is consistent with prior work that has examined these variables (Gulati and Higgins, 2003). Lastly, the location of the focal firm in California, New York or Massachusetts is not correlated with pre- or unpredicted post-IPO corporate activity, although it is correlated with underpricing, VC backing and IB reputation (i.e., all \( p < 0.001 \)).

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
<th>(6)</th>
<th>(7)</th>
<th>(8)</th>
<th>(9)</th>
<th>(10)</th>
<th>(11)</th>
<th>(12)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Total post-IPO activity</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Days to first post-IPO activity</td>
<td>437.84</td>
<td>398.70</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Unusual pre-IPO activity</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Predicted pre-IPO activity</td>
<td>-0.94</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Hot state</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Firm age</td>
<td>10.26</td>
<td>12.95</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Firm size(^b)</td>
<td>73.95</td>
<td>169.98</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Firm ROA</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Underpricing</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. VC backed</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. IB reputation</td>
<td>7.21</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Major Exchange</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.00</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Analyst coverage</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) \( N = 2106 \). \(^b\) \( p < 0.10 \). \( * \) \( p < 0.05 \). \( ** \) \( p < 0.01 \). \( *** \) \( p < 0.001 \). The firm size values are expressed in millions.

Table 3 presents the results for the negative binomial regression models. Columns II-V show the Unusual pre-IPO activity variable for all types of corporate activity, acquisitions only, equity joint ventures only and non-equity alliances, respectively. All models are highly significant on an overall basis (i.e., all \( p < 0.001 \)) and the introduction of the theoretical variable in the models consistently yields a significant improvement over the controls-only specification. Moreover, in order to flag issues related to multicollinearity, which might have cropped up based on some of the high correlation coefficients shown in Table 2, we estimated standard OLS models and computed variance inflation factors and condition indices and found that none of these values were close to the cutoffs of 10 and 100, which are associated with multicollinearity (Neter et al., 1985; Belsley et al., 2005).

Our first hypothesis predicted a positive relationship between the amount of unusual pre-IPO corporate activity and the number of activities entered into by a firm after its IPO. These predictions are strongly supported (i.e., all \( p < 0.001 \)). However, the impact of each type of pre-IPO activity on post-IPO engagements is not the same. For example, while the coefficient for the overall activity shows that for an increase by one unit in pre-IPO activity the likelihood of a post-IPO event goes up by about 28 percent (i.e., \( e^\beta = e^{0.25} = 1.28 \)), the same increase in the acquisition domain produces an increase in the probability of a post-offering deal of 41 percent. In contrast, in the case of equity joint ventures and non-equity alliances these probabilities amount to 71 and 61 percent. Two main conclusions can be drawn from these initial results: First, the unusual corporate activity by firms in the year running up to the IPO produce very consequential effects on the amount of post-offering transactions experienced by a firm. Second, the type of unusual activity chosen by a firm before its IPO will play an important role on its ability to be active in that same corporate market after the firm goes public.

Two more insights can be gained from Table 3. First, when one compares the unusual and the predicted amounts of pre-IPO activity of a firm, it is apparent that the two play out very differently, depending on which type of activity is being scrutinized. For example, on an overall basis, the general point that can be made from column I is that firms that are active in the pre-IPO period will continue to be active after going public. However, the impact of predicted activity on acquisitions is far smaller, as the probability of a post-IPO event is only increased by 26 percent by each routine acquisition before the offering. In the case of equity joint ventures, it appears as though prior activity does not explain future deals at all. In sharp contrast, each predicted non-equity alliance by a firm prior to its IPO will increase the probability of a transaction after the IPO by over 200 percent, on average. The second additional takeaway from the table is less apparent, but worth mentioning. The coefficients for the unusual and the predicted pre-IPO activity show that the latter produces greater odds of post-offering corporate events than the former, as already discussed.
Turning our attention to the logit models, Table 4 reveals several noteworthy results. First, as before the significance and magnitudes of the Unusual pre-IPO activity coefficients are remarkably high across all models (i.e., columns II-V), providing strong support for our second hypothesis. As a few illustrations, the probability of entering into any post-offering transaction after the IPO by 186 percent. However, contrary to unusual pre-IPO activity, the predicted activity coefficient weakens in the acquisition model and it even loses its significance in the equity joint venture model (i.e., n.s.). In contrast, column IV reveals that routine activity holds strong predictive power only in the case of non-equity alliances (i.e., p < 0.001).

### Table 4

Logistic regressions for the likelihood of a Post-IPO total corporate Activity.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variables</th>
<th>All activity</th>
<th>Acquisitions</th>
<th>Equity JVs</th>
<th>Non-equity alliances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intercept</strong></td>
<td>3.92*** (1.73)</td>
<td>1.62 (1.71)</td>
<td>4.04* (2.35)</td>
<td>-2.51 (1.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unusual pre-IPO activity</strong></td>
<td>0.45** (0.09)</td>
<td>0.49*** (0.11)</td>
<td>0.60** (0.16)</td>
<td>0.67*** (0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predicted pre-IPO activity</td>
<td>1.05*** (0.20)</td>
<td>0.21*** (0.12)</td>
<td>0.81*** (0.21)</td>
<td>1.32*** (0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other unusual pre-IPO activityb</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.65*</td>
<td>12.07***</td>
<td>3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other predicted pre-IPO activityb</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>9.79***</td>
<td>16.74***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot state</td>
<td>0.11 (0.12)</td>
<td>-0.10 (0.10)</td>
<td>0.02 (0.15)</td>
<td>0.41*** (0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm agec</td>
<td>-0.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>0.01 (0.00)</td>
<td>0.01 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.01* (0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm sizec</td>
<td>-0.02 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.06 (0.08)</td>
<td>0.28 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.19* (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm ROAc</td>
<td>0.44** (0.12)</td>
<td>0.47*** (0.11)</td>
<td>0.28 (1.17)</td>
<td>-0.11 (0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underpricingc</td>
<td>0.12 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.33* (0.10)</td>
<td>0.05 (0.17)</td>
<td>-0.03 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC backed</td>
<td>-0.84** (0.20)</td>
<td>-0.71** (0.18)</td>
<td>-0.66* (0.24)</td>
<td>-0.91** (0.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IB reputation</td>
<td>-0.09** (0.03)</td>
<td>-0.06 (0.03)</td>
<td>-0.08* (0.04)</td>
<td>-0.00 (0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major exchange</td>
<td>0.43** (0.15)</td>
<td>0.33* (0.13)</td>
<td>-0.06 (0.21)</td>
<td>0.25* (0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyst coverage</td>
<td>0.06 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.05* (0.03)</td>
<td>0.04 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.08*** (0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPO volume (10⁻²)</td>
<td>0.05** (0.02)</td>
<td>0.05* (0.02)</td>
<td>0.11*** (0.04)</td>
<td>0.04 (0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity volume (10⁻³)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>0.04*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>-0.85*** (0.12)</td>
<td>-0.83*** (0.10)</td>
<td>0.06 (0.14)</td>
<td>-0.42*** (0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>χ²</strong></td>
<td>182.59***</td>
<td>229.74***</td>
<td>112.46***</td>
<td>417.06***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N = 2106. *Standard errors appear in parentheses. p < 0.10, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. These variables represent all activity types other than the type indicated at the top of each column. Chi-square tests are shown. This variable was logged for the model estimation to remedy skewness.

We test for differences in the timing of the first post-IPO event in two ways. First, we calculate the ratio of the median endpoint times of the firms in the bottom quartile of unusual pre-IPO activity and the firms in the top quartile. Unlike in the hazard ratio, which represents the instantaneous risk of experiencing the event in the next point in time, the median-time ratio offers perspective on how much faster the second group of firms engaged in post-IPO activity vis-à-vis the first group.
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This ratio was 1.57 (i.e., 263 days divided by 167 days), which indicates that firms with high amounts of unusual pre-IPO activity experience the first post-offering transaction nearly 60 percent faster than firms with low amounts of the same. Thus, this test offers convincing support for our third hypothesis. As a second way to shed light on the timing differences between high and low pre-IPO activity firms, we inspected stratified cumulative hazard functions (not shown) and found that there was an immediate difference in the hazards experienced by the firms in the upper quartiles versus the firms in the lower quartiles. Furthermore, it was apparent that the hazard of an event increased much faster for all firms within the first 200 days of the IPO, while it tended to flatten out between the second and the third year.

Discussion and conclusion

This paper draws from signaling theory to investigate whether unusually high amounts of pre-IPO activity explain the corporate growth of newly-public firms. We study a sample of US-based firms that underwent an IPO between 1992 and 2011 and track these firms’ activity for a period ranging from four years prior to three years after their offering. Our analyses show that when firms are active in corporate markets above and beyond their predictable momentum before they go public (i.e., unusual activity), they engage in significantly more corporate activity in the aftermath of their IPOs. This result holds regardless of whether we consider all corporate activity, or separate acquisitions, equity joint ventures and non-equity alliances. Besides affecting the volume of post-offering corporate activity, we show that unusual pre-IPO activity also plays an important role at explaining the probability of entering into a first transaction, which increases by about 56 percent and the median time to said transaction is roughly half for unusually active firms than for their counterparts.

A number of studies have related IPOs and their characteristics to the growth of entrepreneurial firms in the aftermaths of their IPO event (Pagano and Panetta, 1998; Field and Karpoff, 2002; Gulati and Higgins, 2003; Brau and Fawcett, 2006; Pollock and Gulati, 2007; Ragozzino and Reuer, 2007; Arikan and Capron, 2010). Prior work has mostly studied the signaling effects of the endorsements of reputable institutions affiliated with the entrepreneurial firm upon its going public, and it has shown that they can function as effective signaling mechanisms. However, the ability to obtain these endorsements may depend on a host of conditions exogenous to an entrepreneurial firm (Gompers and Lerner, 2004), making them either inaccessible or very costly to obtain in some cases. For this reason, the investigation of other signaling opportunities available to entrepreneurial firms to establish their credibility and legitimacy in the eyes of prospective investors is valuable. This paper represents an attempt at understanding the mechanisms concerning this topic.

From a broader theoretical viewpoint, the discussion above highlights the notion that different signals can generate significantly different outcomes for entrepreneurial firms. To the extent that signals serve the main purpose of reducing asymmetric information between the entrepreneurial firm and outsiders, it may be tempting to assume that all outsiders will indiscriminately benefit from any given signal. However, it is possible that each signal will be received positively by some recipients and less so by others. Given that all signals involve costs (Spence, 1973; Connelly et al., 2011) and that cheap signals do not fool prospective investors (Lee, 2001), those firms considering the use of signals to improve upon their odds of experiencing a targeted outcome should recognize the cause-and-effect link of their (costly) actions. Prior work has shown the positive effects of third-party affiliations on the likelihood of dual tracking, for instance, while this paper demonstrates the positive effect of unusually high pre-IPO corporate activity on post-IPO corporate development.

Limitations/future research

Like any study, our paper also has its own limitations. As one illustration, there might be theoretical drivers besides signaling that may also explain the corporate growth activity by firms nearing their IPOs. Our main objective was to single out the role of signaling theory as a powerful lens through which to study the linkages between pre- and post-IPO corporate activity. However, other theories, such as organizational learning and the resource-based view of the firm might offer alternate perspectives on the linkages above. Clearly, any future work that aims to enhance our understanding of the theoretical drivers of relevant phenomena like the one we explore would be extremely valuable to the scientific community. From an empirical viewpoint, our design’s focus on specific industries caused us to exclude thousands of other newly-public firms from our sample. Moreover, we were also inherently assuming that no firm-specific variation existed with respect to firms’ preferences to grow organically, rather than via corporate deal making. These issues introduce could raise concerns related to whether our sample accurately represents entrepreneurial firms, and perhaps smaller-scale studies that rely on qualitative data might be able to overcome the limitations of our work.

Furthermore, one implicit assumption that we make about our sample is that firms that go through an IPO are by definition entrepreneurial. Much of the logic we develop to highlight the importance of signaling for the firms we examine is based on this assumption. Many recent papers have proceeded in the same way as we do (e.g., Brau et al., 2010; Bruton et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2010; Pastor et al., 2009; Onur and Chemmanur, 2012), so we stayed as close to precedent as we could. However, the question of what characteristics make up an entrepreneurial firm is still open, both conceptually and empirically.

Indeed, prior work has used a host of different criteria to separate entrepreneurial firms from their counter-parts, including size, age, founder’s presence, ownership structure, growth orientation, risk propensity, innovativeness, etc. (see among others Audretsch, 2002; Brush and Vanderwerff, 1992; Hulburt and Scherr, 2003; Marino et al., 2002; McDougall et al.,...
1994; Zahra et al., 2000). Depending upon the metric used to define entrepreneurial firms, it is possible to develop arguments against how we relate the usefulness of signaling to the firms in our sample. Likewise, the generalizability of our results to the population of entrepreneurial firms is also potentially put into question by our approach. As a weak counter-argument, by examining newly-public firms we arrive at sample comprising firms that were 9 years old and less than $75 million in total assets, on average. Thus, albeit only fortuitously, we conform with other work that used either age or size as defining characteristics of entrepreneurial firms.

An opportunity for future research pertains to the study of the incentives held by underwriters and VCs endorsing the firm during its IPO. Even when an entrepreneurial firm manages to affiliate with such figures, it is unclear whether underwriters and VCs will favor the firm’s engagement in pre- and post-IPO corporate activity. For example, the acquisition of another firm before the IPO might be attractive to underwriters, since such a deal would likely generate new fees. However, VCs may feel ambivalent about this type of transaction, because on one hand a successful acquisition may provide an opportunity for a higher investment return for VCs (Brau and Kohers, 2005), but on the other hand, given the resource-intensity of M&A and the evidence on their poor short-term performance, VCs may find such an endeavor incompatible with their objectives. Similarly, VCs may oppose the firm’s engagement in joint ventures and non-equity alliances, because these cooperative agreements may improve the competitiveness of the firm over time, but they also tend to require significant upfront resources and they often offer limited short-term gains. Future work in this area would be valuable, as it would help us to understand whether costly signals might produce negative spillover effects for entrepreneurial firms. These and other questions present fertile ground for future research in this area.
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